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Client Challenge
A financial services organisation that had received a government bailout was under extreme pressure to 
contain costs, including management of its legal expenses. The company sought to improve the method 
by which it negotiated rate changes with the 62 law firms--including 2,200 legal professionals--handling its 
legal issues.

In the past, the company had no criteria for approving or rejecting rate changes. Realising it was probably 
overpaying for some legal professionals, the company approached our Sky Analytics team for a technical 
solution to its fee negotiation challenges.

Consilio Response
Consilio designed a new app within the Sky Analytics tool to help the company streamline its legal rate 
negotiations. The app, called the Rate Manager App, gave the company web-based technology to analyse 
rate increase requests in the context of its rate history with the company’s firms and lawyers as well as 
with the overall legal market.

Each of the company’s law firms completed a standard template when submitting rate increase requests. 
The template streamlined the addition of each firm’s data to the Rate Manager App in a consistent format, 
making the rate increase requests and related law firm data easily reviewable, facilitating the approval
process when combined with the app’s capabilities.

The Sky Analytics’ Rate Manager App analysed all of the company’s rate increase requests in the 
context of other data, including historical billing information, market comparisons and past rate increase 
information, putting this information in an easy-to-review format. When using the Rate Manager App, the 
company could easily benchmark each rate increase request.

The app also allowed the company to set specific criteria to reject or accept increases, such as whether 
the requested rate was higher than the current market rate, whether the timekeeper had good billing 
practices and more. Once the company set these criteria, the process for rate approval or rejection 
became much simpler: one could easily see where a request met the organisation’s criteria, along with the 
other contextual information.

The Rate Manager App also tracked the cumulative rate increases along with any adjustments made by 
the company. Using this cumulative information, the app projected the budgetary increase or any savings 
that resulted from adjustments. This allowed the company to better manage its rate negotiations, while 
immediately seeing the budget impact of its efforts.

In summary, using the Rate Manager App within the Sky Analytics tool helped the company:

• Collect and aggregate its historical data regarding timekeeper rates

• Create criteria for simple approval or rejection of rate increases

• Streamline rate increase requests from all firms

• Quickly and easily review and approve or deny most rate increase requests

• Forecast its budget for outside legal expenses
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Matter Summary
Extreme pressure to 
contain cost and the need 
to improve the method by 
which rate changes were 
negotiated resulted in the 
creation and utilisation 
of Sky Analytics’ Rate 
Manager App to complete 
the request at a significant 
cost savings for the client.

Services Utilised
• Sky Analytics

• Sky Analytics’ Rate 
Manager App

Sky Analytics’ Rate Manager App
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Results Achieved
Consilio was able to increase the speed and accuracy of the review process using Sky Analytics’ Rate 
Manager App, while helping the client to save cost.  

• In the first year of using the Sky Analytics’ Rate Manager App, the company saved £900,000 in the 
first year and £2.4 million cumulatively across the first two, based on rate increase requests that 
were denied or adjusted downward.

• The company now has established criteria to make informed decisions about approving or denying 
requests for rate increases, allowing it to easily manage these requests going forward.

• In addition to the rate savings, the company has also saved hundreds of hours of valuable 
personnel time by using the app.

• After fine-tuning the Rate Manager App with this client, our team incorporated it into the Sky 
Analytics’ platform for the benefit of all of our clients.
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